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ABSTRACT
Elementalabundancesof the ambientgas at the siteof gamma-rayllne
productionin the solaratmosphereare deducedusing gamma-rayline
observationsfroma solarflare.The resultantabundancesare different
fromlocal galacticabundanceswhich are thoughtto be similarto
photosphericabundances.
1. INTRODUCTION.Gamma-rayemissionfromsolar flaresconsistsof
lines'fromnuclearreactionsand continuumprimarilyfromrelativistic
electronbremsstrahlung(1,2). Thesegamma raysare producedin thlck-
_ target (3)interactionsof energeticparticleswith ambientgas,most
likelyin the chromosphereor the transitionregion. A particularly
good gamma-rayspectrumhas beenobserved(4)by the gamma-rayspectro-
meter (GRS)on SMM fromthe April 27, 1981flare. This spectrumshows
severalnarrowlines: at 6.13,4.44, 1.78,1.63,1.37and 0.85 MeV
fromdeexcitationsof 160, 12C,28Si, 2°Ne,24Mg and S6Fe, respectively,
at 2.22MeV fromneutroncapture,at 0.51MeV frompositronannihilation
and at~0.45 MeV from:-_ fusion. Whileearlierwork (5,6)predicted
that these shouldbe the strongestlines,the observedlineratiosare
inconsistent(4)with our calculationswhichassumelocalgalactic(7)
abundancesfor the ambientgas (seeTable 1). Theselocalgalactic
abundancesare believed(7)to be similarto photosphericabundances.
2. ANALYSIS. We have calculateddeexcitationspectraresultingfrom
thick-targetnuclearreactions.These spectra,binnedinto photonenergy
channelsj definedin ref.(6),can be expressedas _J&nO&)A(j,_&),where
n(_) is the abundanceof elementJ&(wlth;&definedin Table1) and
n(_)A(j,_)is the contributionof interactionsof all the energetic
particleswith this element.To these spectrawe add bremsstrahlung,the
neutroncaptureline and positronannihilationradiation.For the brems-
strahlungwe assume_ powerlaw with adjustableindex,for the neutron
capturewe take an infinitely-narrowlineat 2.223MeV and for the
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le e tal a dances f t e a ient gas at t e site f ga a-ray llne 
production in the solar atmosphere are deduced using ga a-ray line 
rvations from  lar flare.  r ultant ndances re ifferent 
from l cal alactic a dances hich are thought t  be si ilar t  
photospheric abundances. 
1. INTRODUCTION. a a-ray e ission from solar flares consists of 
lines from nuclear reactions and continuum primarily from relativistic 
electron bre sstrahlung (1,2). These gamma rays are produced in th1Ck-
target (3) interactions of energetic particles with a bient gas, most 
likely in the chromosphere or the transition region. A particularly 
good gam a-ray spectrum has been observed (4) by the ga a-ray spectro-
eter (GRS) on SMM from the April 27, 1981 flare. This spectrum shows 
s eral rrow lines: t .13, .44, .78, .63, .37 and .85 eV 
from ee citations f 16 , , i, 0 e, 24Mg and 5 e, respectively, 
at .2  eV from e tron ca ture, t .51 eV from sitron a ihilation 
d t O 45 eV from a-a fusion. hile rlier rk (5,6) redicted 
that these should e the strongest lines, the served line ratios re 
inconsistent (4) ith our calculations hich assume local galactic (7) 
abundances for the a bient gas (see Table 1). These local galactic 
abundances are believed (7) to be similar to photospheric abundances. 
. IS. e ave lculated itation spectra resulting from 
thick-target nuclear reactions. These spectra, binned into photon energy 
channels j defined in ref.(6), can be expressed as ~t n(t}A(j,t), where 
n(t) is the abundance of element t (w1th t defined 1n Table 1) and 
n(t)A(j,t) is the contribution of interactions of all the energetic 
particles with this element. To these spectra we add bremsstrahlung, the 
neutron capture line and positron annihilation radiation. For the brems-
strahlung we assume ~ power law with adjustable index, for the neutron 
capture we take an infinitely-narrow line at 2.223 MeV and for the 
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annihilation radlatlon we assume an infinitely-narrow line at 0.511 MeV
along with the orthopositronium continuum corresponding to 67% of the
positrons annihilating vla posltronlum. We transform the photon spectra
Into pulse-height spectra using a numerical model of the detector
response which will be presented elsewhere. The total pulse-height
spectrum can then be written as p(i) = _ n(J&)_A(i,;&)+_Ab(i) +_An(i) +
_Ap(1),where i denotes pulse-helght channel number,_A(i,;&)is the
partial pulse-height spectrum of element _, and_Ab(i),_An(1)and_Ap(i)
are the bremsstrahlung, neutron capture and positron annihilation pulse-
height spectra. We derive the abundances by comparing p(i) to the
observed pulse-helght spectrum and varying the n(_)'s and _Ab,_Anand _Ap
untll a best fit is obtained. We only consider one isotope for each
element except for C, Ne and Mg, for which we include the contributions
of 13C, 22Ne and 26Mg but with flxed isotopic ratios (8).
The partial spectra _A(i,_)depend on the energetic-particlecomposition,
spectrum and angular distribution. The partlcle composition that we use
is given in Table 1. Because in the solar atmosphere interactions
amongst nuclei heavler than He are expected to be negliglble and because
no gamma-ray lines are produced in p-p or p-_ interactions, the_A(i,_)'s
for _>2 depend only on the energetic protons and m-particles and consist
mostly of narrow lines. For the same reason,_A(i,1)depends only on the
energetic C and heavier nuclei and consists mostly of broad lines.
_(i,2) depends on the energetic m-partlcles and heavier nuclei and
consists of the narrow feature at ~0.45 MeV in addition to broad
llnes. The dominant contribution to the total pulse-height spectrum is
from the_A's with _>2. The contributions of_A with _=I and 2 are
relatively small, since in a thick target the interactions of the
heavier nuclei are supressed by the Z2/A dependence of the Coulomb
energy loss. In addition, a good flt of the calculated pul_e-helght
spectrum to the observed spectrum can only be achieved if the observed
narrow lines are adequately accounted for. As just mentioned, the
narrow lines are produced mostly by the energetic protons and :-
particles. Thus, uncertainties in the abundances of the energetic heavy
nuclei relative to each other and relative to the protons do not signif-
icantly affect the determination of amblent C and heavier element abund-
ances. The amblent H abundance, however, does depend on the ratio of
energetic heavy nuclel to protons and therefore cannot be determined
reliably. Informationon the ambient He abundance is obtained primarily
by flttlng the ~0.45 MeV feature and therefore depends on the:/p ratio
which is also very uncertain. This uncertainty, however, does not
slgniflcantly affect the heavy element abundance determinations as long
as the m/p ratio is not much larger than ~0.1.
For the energy spectrum of the _pril 27, 1981 flare we use a Bessel
function with _T = 0.02, a value close to the averagesT determined (3)
for several flares using the 2.22 to 4-7 MeV fluence ratio or the high-
energy neutron arrival-time profile. We cannot use either method for
this flare because the 2.22 MeV llne was strongly attenuated owing to
the location of the flare on the solar limb and no neutrons were
observed. Our calculatlons, however, indicate that variations In the
spectrum do not affect the abundance determinations significantly. The
angular dlstributlon of the energetic particles affects the shapes and
central energies of the lines, but since the Doppler shifts of the
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w ich is also very uncertain. This uncertainty, however, does not 
slgniflcant1y affect the heavy el ment abundance determinations as long 
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For the energy spectrum of the ~pri1 27, 1981 flare we use a B ssel 
function with aT = 0.02, a value close to the average aT determined (3) 
for several flares using the 2.22 to 4-7 MeV f1uence rati  or the high-
energy neutron arrival-time profile. We cannot use either method for 
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,_arrow lines are not expected to exceed the energy resolutlon of the
SMM/GRSdetector, we assume that the energetic partlcles are isotropic.
3. RESULTS. The abundances deduced by optlmizlng the f_t of the calcu-
lated spectrum to the data are glven in Table I. This optimization
method Is dlscussed In the accompanying paper. Here we derive values of
reduced x2, X,2,, from the comparison of the gamma-ray abundances shown in
Table I with Both the local galactlc and coronal abundances. We have
renormalized the gamma-ray abundances using multlplicative factors
determlned by minlmlzlng ×2. For the local galactic case, thls factor is
1.4, leading to x,2, = 3.6 (_ = II). This implies that the gamma-ray
abundances are dil=ferent from the local galactlc abundances. For the
coronal case, the factor is 1.1 and ×_ = I.I implying that the gamma-ray
and coronal abundances are conslstent wlthln the errors. The closed
circles in Figures I and 2 show the ratios of the renormalizeo gamma-ray
abundances to the mean local galactic and coronal abundances. The error
bars reflect the I-_ errors of the gamma-ray abundances. The open boxes
represent the errors in the local galactlc and coronal abundances.
With the renormalizatlon that we have adopted, the principal difference
between the gamma-ray and the local galactic abundances is the under-
abundance of C and 0 in the gamma-ray sample. The Fe, $1, Mg and Ne
abundances in the two samples are in good agreement, but the statistical
errors for Ca, S, A1 and N and the systematlc error for He (due to the
uncertaln _/p ratio) are too large to permlt a quantltatlve conclusion.
As dlscussed above, the gamma-ray determinatlon of the H abundance is
also subject to a large systematic error. A slmllar supression of C and
0 has been found (7) in the coronal abundances relatlve to the local
galactlc abundances (which are thought to be slmlar to photospherlc
abundances). It has been pointed out that this supression may be caused
by charge-dependent mass transport from the photosphere to the corona.
Since the photosphere is collisionally ionlzed at a relatlvely low
temperature, the transport could depend on the flrst ionization
potentials of the elements. Whlle the gamma-ray sample probably
pertalns to the chromosphere or transition region, slmllar fractionation
effects could be Influencing these sltes as well. However, if the Ne
abundance in the photosphere (where it cannot be measured) is the same
as in the local galactic sample, then the dlfference between the gamma-
ray and photospheric abundances must be due to addltlonal processes,
because correlatlon with first ionlzatlon potential alone would predlct
a lower Ne abundance than that derived here.
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TABLE I
Elemental Abundances
Element Local Corona Energetic Abundances from
Galactic Particles GammaRays
I H 2.71xi06(I.I) 2.55x106(1.4) 8.66xI_ 15.6_3.49)xi_
2 He 2.60xi05(1.25) 2.50xi05(3.0) 5.86xI_ (I.9_0.25)xI05
3 C 1260(1.26) 600(3.0) 270 288 50
4 N 225(1.41) 100(1.7) 75 11_91
5 0 2250(1.25) 630(1.6) 600 42_62
6 Ne 325(1.50) 90(1.6) 85 19_27
7 Mg 105(1.03) 95(1.3) 144 6825
8 al 8.4(1.05) 7(1.7) 8 -1_52
9 Si 100(1.03) 100(1.3) 100 10_ 28
10 S 43(1.35) 22(1.7) 19 48_83
II Ca 6.2(1.14) 7.5(1.5) 7 I_ 15
12 Fe 88(1.07) 100(1.5) 99 7_18
Local galactic and coronal abundances from ref.(7). The quantitles in
parantheses are multiplicative errors, f. We take m(f-1) as an estlmate
for a l-a error about the mean value m. For the energetlc particles,
p/_ and p/O are the same as those of ref.(8) and C through Fe relatlve
to 0 or Si are slmilar to the mass-unbiased solar energetlc particle
abundances of ref.(7). The gamma-ray abundance errors are la.
100 100
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ELEMENT ELEMENT
Figure 1. Ratios of renormalized Figure 2. Ratios of renormalized
gamma-ray abundances to local gal- gamma-ray abundances to coronal
actic abundances (closed circles), abundances (closed circles).
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